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Abstract. The social enterprise is a quite new phenomenon which derives from the development of the social economy aiming to combine social, economic and political targets. Nowadays the social economy is considered as effective way to create and manage a human capital with the recognition of the importance of personal and community interests. In the most countries of the European Union the social enterprises are significant element of development of the non-governmental sector. The implementation of the principles of social economy in Lithuania is characterized by certain peculiarities. The creation of the modern, “West-type” social enterprises in Lithuania was highly welcomed in regard to the social and economical changes in society, such as social exclusion of vulnerable groups, growing pressure on the social security system, the need to vitalise local communities, etc. In 2004 the Law on Social Enterprises came in force and more than 100 enterprises were established in the country till now. It worth mention that the businesses aimed to employment of disabled people existed also in soviet period; some of them gained the status of social enterprises later. The concept of social enterprises is still under consideration though. The obstacles to involve other vulnerable groups than disabled are strong. The elaboration of the vision, clarification of the aims and targets of social enterprises as the tool of social and economic development require thorough analysis of the past trends, present conditions, and future developments. Paper aims to identify the main differences between mainstream European concept of social enterprise and the Lithuanian situation in social enterprises. The phenomenon of social enterprises presented in the context of the changing social and employment policy in Western and East European countries. The situation in Lithuanian social enterprises is described on the basis of extensive information selected from representatives of social enterprises, the experts, and the institutionalised data. The methods of literature analysis, statistical data analysis, qualitative interview, and content analysis were employed during the research. The paper is prepared under the research project “The impact of labour market policies into employment situation during the different economic cycles” (No. Sin-04/2010) that is implemented within the frame of national science program “The social challenges to national security” which is carried out by the Research Council of Lithuania.
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1. Introduction

The search for the ways to reduce the conflicts between business and human, community, and social interest in contemporary economic world materialised in the form of social enterprises. The social businesses became an opportunity for the vulnerable groups and communities to solve the issues of social integration. In this way social enterprises are positioned between the traditional private and public sectors. The emergence of social enterprises as a part of social economy in Western Europe is linked with the extensive processes of
social integration of disadvantaged groups. It should be noted that development of social economic units and social enterprises among them in different European countries was quite spontaneous. It was the response to the local socio-economic problems, such as inadequate social services, the high level of social differentiation, and the pressure on social welfare schemes. In order to describe the meaning of social enterprise for social and economic policy it is necessary to define the socio-economic context within which social enterprises are implementing activities aimed for social integration. The key problems that are challenging European social and economic policies are described in the paper. On the basis of literature analysis the common features of European social enterprise sector are described in the paper. The findings research project “The impact of labour market policies on employment situation during the different economic cycles” carried out by the Institute of Labour and Social Research of Lithuanian Social Research Centre are presented here. The evaluation of the social enterprises operating in Lithuania while integrating vulnerable groups into labour market was implemented during the project. The approach of evaluation of national social enterprises has been derived from the findings of foreign authors about the “hybrid” nature of such enterprises (Defourny, Nyssens 2006). The methodology of the evaluation of the practices of social enterprises reflects the notion about its triple nature (social, economic, and social-political) as well as the research- and practice-based opinion that social enterprises must contribute to the sustainable employment of the vulnerable groups and/or to the prevention of their economical inactivity.

2. Challenges for social and employment policies in Europe

During the past decades the implementation of European social model that aimed to „offer a high level of social protection, by the importance of the social dialogue and by services of general interest covering activities vital for social cohesion, is today based, beyond the diversity of the Member States' social systems, on a common core of values” (European Council 2000) has become a more challenging task. The economic growth in European Union (EU) was modest and the recent downturn has required additional resources to preserve the accustomed scope of social welfare. Promoting the full integration and participation of disadvantaged groups of people is a key element of EU policies. In view of the demographic challenge of an ageing population that the EU is facing, supporting the disadvantaged by helping them contribute to economic growth is in Europe's interest - it is not just a social, but also an economic issue. During the last decades such a key problems remained unsolved in the field of social integration and employment in Europe: poverty and social exclusion, inactivity and growing pressure on the systems of social welfare.

In 2011, 119.6 million people, or 24.2% of the population, in the EU27 were at risk of poverty or social exclusion, compared with 23.4% in 2010 and 23.5% in 2008. As regards the indicator on low work intensity, 10% of the population aged 0-59 in the EU27 lived in households where the adults worked less than 20% of their total work potential during the past year (Eurostat news release 2012).

In the EU as a whole, as well as in all individual Member states, social protection is the most important function of government expenditure. In 2010 social protection spending by government in the EU-27 was equivalent to 19.9% of GDP. The next most important functions in terms of government expenditure were health and general public services, amounting to 7.5% and 6.5% respectively of GDP in the EU-27 in 2010 (Freysson 2012). In general, social benefits, subsidies and capital transfers represent the largest category of government expenditure, equivalent to 27.0% of EU-27 GDP in 2010. Within this group of spending, the redistribution of income in the form of social benefits and transfers in cash or in kind was the most important at 21.6% of GDP (Freysson 2012). Taken together, government expenditure on social protection and on health accounted for 54.2% of total government spending of EU-27 in 2010. Social protection accounted alone for 39.4% of the total, or 19.9% of EU-27 GDP. This function includes spending on sickness and disability, old age, family and children, unemployment, housing in the form of benefits in kind, and social exclusion (Freysson 2012).

Since 2000 the share of the inactive population in the total population of working age 1 has fallen from 31.4% to 28.9% in the EU-27. This corresponds to a reduction of 4.6 million inactive persons. The 2009 result confirms the downward trend in the population outside the labour market in spite of the economic crisis. The effects of the crisis are visible nevertheless: the reduction of the inactivity rate in 2009 is the lowest recorded percentage since 2002, i.e., -0.1 points down on 2008. The crisis has affected people differently depending on their sex and age. While in 2009 the inactivity rate of women aged 25-64 maintained the downward trend seen in previous years, the inactivity rate among men aged 25-64 rose by 0.2 percentage points. Young adults aged 15-24 are affected even more; this is particularly true for males, who saw their inactivity rate increase by 0.9 percentage points between 2008 and 2009. Persons attaining a low educational level are more likely to be inactive. The likelihood of staying out of the labour market is more than 3 times greater for the
poorly educated than for highly educated people. (De la Fuente 2010). The other reasons of being inactive are illness or disability, family responsibilities, retirement or the belief that there are no jobs available. The latter is an exceptional reason for inactivity. Labour force participation is indeed much lower for the disabled (Dupre, Karjalainen 2003).

The problem of integration of the different groups of migrants should also be mentioned here. In most Member States the labour market situation for migrants is substantially worse than that of those born in the EU – they tend to have lower employment rates and are often more likely to be unemployed, or are employed in jobs of lower quality or for which they are over-qualified. Recent migrants, in particular women and those from certain regions of origin, face particular difficulties in integrating into the labour market (Employment in Europe 2008).

The recent economic crisis has wiped out much of the steady gain in economic growth and the reduction in levels of unemployment witnessed over the last decade – EU GDP fell by 4.2% in 2009, industrial production dropped back to the levels of the late 1990s (Employment in Europe 2011). In the wake of the financial and economic crisis the level of unemployment climbed rapidly in the EU-27, increasing by 6.3 million persons between 2008 and 2010 to reach 23.2 million persons (that is close to 10% of the economically active population) (Employment in Europe 2011). The youth unemployment rate in the EU-27 was more than double the unemployment rate for the whole population throughout the last decade. The long-term unemployment problem should be also mentioned in the context of the economic downturn: 3.8% of the labour force in the EU-27 in 2010 had been unemployed for more than one year; almost half of these, 1.8% of the labour force, had been unemployed for more than two years (Eurostat 2012).

Despite moderate signs of economic recovery, European labour markets are still suffering from the negative impact of the economic crisis. The crisis has disproportionately hit those who were already vulnerable and has created new categories of people at risk of poverty. There are also clear signs of increases in the number of people at risk of income poverty, notably child poverty, and social exclusion, with acute health problems and homelessness in the most extreme cases. People with no or limited links to the labour market – such as pensioners or vulnerable people dependent on social benefits, for instance single parents – are also exposed to changes affecting the calculation and eligibility of their source of income (Annual Growth Survey 2011).

According to the latest European Commission forecasts (Index of economic...2010), although the EU economy is now recovering at a faster pace than previously envisaged, it will continue to face headwinds from several directions and, despite apparent signs of stabilisation, the labour-market situation will remain weak (Employment in Europe 2011). Access to employment is regarded as the optimal way out of poverty and social exclusion. However, the last decade has seen the persistence of groups who remain outside or on the margins of the labour market, often facing multiple entry barriers (low skills, care responsibilities, age, migrant background, disability and other discriminatory factors, etc.) (Europe 2020 targets 2012).

To protect vulnerable members of society the further improving the effectiveness of social protection systems and implementing active inclusion strategies encompassing inclusive labour market measures, adequate income support and access to quality services should be implemented. The persistence of structural unemployment, the limitations of traditional active labour market policy measures, and the need for more innovative measures for social inclusion cause a demand for new integrational solutions combining the social and economic activities and values.

3. Social economy

The range of existing socio-economic organization is trying to be described with the term “social economy”. Social economy covers entities operating in the social and economic spheres, as well as their activities and interrelations between the aims, norms, values, mission, rights and responsibilities of public and private sectors. The researchers from International Centre of Research and Information on the Public, Social and Cooperative Economy (The Social Economy... 2012b) derive the term “social economy” from the economics literature of 19th century: “In 1830 the French liberal economist Charles Dunoyer published a Treatise on social economy that advocated a moral approach to economics. Over the 1820-1860 period, a heterogeneous school of thought that can collectively be termed the social economists developed in France. Most of them were influenced by the analyses of T.R. Malthus and S. de Sismondi, regarding both the existence of ‘market failures’ that can lead to imbalances, and the delimitation of the true subject of economics, which Sismondi considered to be man rather than wealth.”

Then during the second half of the 19th century the theme of “social economics” was examined in the works of Stuart Mill and Leon Walras. Mill analysed the advantages and drawbacks of workers’ cooperatives in detail, calling for this type of company to be encouraged because of its economic and moral benefits. Like
Mill, Walras considered that cooperatives can fulfil an important function in solving social conflict by playing a great “economic role, not by doing away with capital but by making the world less capitalist, and a moral role, no less considerable, which consists in introducing democracy into the workings of the production process” (Monzon 1989; The Social Economy...2012b). At the end of the 19th century the principal features of the modern concept of the social economy took shape, inspired by the values of democratic associationism, mutualism and cooperativism (The Social Economy... 2012b). Major components typically include social economy businesses, community development corporations, social enterprises, and mutual aid associations. Public sector nonprofits are considered part of the social economy. Essentially, “the social economy is made up of the voluntary, non-profit and co-operative sectors that are formally independent of the state. Their market activities are means of achieving social development goals that transcend the market per se. Thus defined, the social economy should be logically considered as a third sector” (Browne 1997: 1; Moulaert and Ailenei 2005).

Moulaert and Ailenei (2005) come to conclusion that “social economy develops as a permanent stream of inventions of various social mechanisms, mixing market exchange, state intervention, collective civil sector organisation based on social movements driven by solidarity and reciprocity” (Moulaert and Ailenei 2005: 2049). As Pearce (2005) indicates, “we are witnessing a profound change in how we understand our national economies where third sector constitute significant part of the economy. It ranges from - at one end of a long continuum - small, local initiatives such as village halls, local markets, pre-school play-groups run by volunteers but often with some part-time paid work - playing a definite role in local economies, to - at the
other end - substantial, highly commercial, competitive and successful businesses. And in between are a vast range of enterprises and organisations - community co-ops, social firms creating supported employment, credit unions, fair trade companies, development trusts, community businesses; as well as voluntary and community organisations and charities which increasingly earn much of their income from business and fulfil contracts from the public sector” (Pearce 2005) (See Fig.1.). In the context of European Union policies for promotion of entrepreneurship it is recognised that the enterprises and organizations belonging to social economy has the following characteristics: they contribute to a more efficient market competition and encourage solidarity and cohesion. Their primary purpose is not to obtain a return on capital. They are, by nature, part of a stakeholder economy, whose enterprises are created by and for those with common needs, and accountable to those they are meant to serve. They are run generally in accordance with the principle of solidarity and mutuality and managed by the members on the basis of the rule of “one man, one vote.” They are flexible and innovative in meeting social and economic context. They are based on active membership and commitment and very frequently on voluntary participation (European Commission 2012).

Pearce (2005) extends those characteristics even further. According to him the enterprises belonging to social economy sector have an over-riding social purpose – setting out to benefit people and/or the planet; they engage in trade in the open market-place - at least to some degree - but the trading is in order to achieve the social purpose; they apply profits for re-investment and community benefit, not to make individual shareholders wealthy; they hold assets in trust for the benefit of the community and future generations; they are independent of external influence and control, notably by government and by the owners of capital. It’s important to add that in contemporary world the social economy business can’t deny the principles of social responsibility (i.e. Pearce (2005) listed good employment practices, sound environmental practices, and principles of fair trade). In modern Europe social economy enterprises represent 2 million enterprises (i.e. 10% of all European businesses). It covers bodies with a specific legal status (cooperatives, foundations, associations, mutual societies). In the majority social economy entities are micro, small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) independently of their business form. Social economy employs over 11 million people in the EU, accounting for 6% of total employment. 70% of these are employed in non-profit associations, 26% in cooperatives and 3% in mutuals. Social economy enterprises are present in almost every sector of the economy, such as banking, insurance, agriculture, craft, various commercial services, and health and social services etc. It worse mention that the membership of social economy enterprises is much wider than the number of people employed and estimates ranging as high as 160 million people (The Social Economy... 2007). Terjesen et al. (2011) assessed the share of the population involved in social entrepreneurship as 4.1% in Belgium, 7.5% in Finland, 3.1% in France, 3.3% in Italy, 5.4% in Slovenia and 5.7% in the United Kingdom. Approximately one in four businesses founded in Europe would therefore be a social enterprise. This figure rises to one in three in Belgium, Finland and France.

These companies are often more productive and competitive than one might think. This is due to the very high level of personal commitment on the part of their employees and the better working conditions that they provide.

4. Social enterprises

Social enterprises in the context of European Union policies are defined as a sub-set of the social economy (social economy operators) (The Social Economy...2012a). The research carried out in Europe revealed the diversity of the forms and activities of social enterprises. Such analytical works (Defourny and Nyssens 2008; Nyssens 2006; Borzaga and Defourny, 2001; Davister et al. 2004; Study on Practices...2007) enabled to identify the essential characteristics and operational features of any organization or company belonging to the social economy sector. The social purpose is regarded as the main trait of this kind of social-economic units. The foreign practices in social enterprise sector shows that the companies/organizations with the status of social enterprise can operate under any possible legal form or structure (Study on Practices... 2007; The Social Economy...2007; Terjesen et al. 2011). Co-operatives and non-profit organizations are the most popular forms of social enterprises in Europe. The most utilised legal forms are associations, cooperatives and foundations. The practice shows that social enterprises can be created both from zero or retrofitting existing organizations. The spectrum of activity of social enterprises is also wide. Such examples can be presented: work integration, social services, economic development, environmental protection, arts and cultural heritage, social support and human development, health, recycling, agriculture, education, non-formal vocational education and training, tourism, water economy, catering and accommodation services. Social enterprises in Europe usually deal with the problems of long-term unemployment and the issues of (re) integration into the labour market of vulnerable groups of the population. Those enterprises are basically
small (up to 50 employees) and they operate at a local level. Most often practices while integrating vulnerable groups acting into the labour market are the provision of support services that focus on the relevant target groups (people in poverty and/or other disadvantaged groups experiencing difficulties in the labour market). Sheltered employment (the specific service intended mainly for the disabled) can be indicated as second widespread practice of integration into the labour market within social enterprises. Subsidized employment in the open labour market is also one of the most important spheres of social enterprises activities which are a part of a national/regional employment policy. In the European context, there are three main fields in which social enterprises perform their economic activity:

- work integration;
- enterprises whose primary aim is to produce goods and services with social utility or are driven by a collective interest;
- enterprises which foster local economic and social development (e.g., proximity services), through promoting citizen and local government participation in business running (Travegliini et al. 2010).

The first type of organizations - the work integration social enterprises (WISE) - is dominant among social enterprises. According to Davister et al. (2004) most of social enterprises appeared during the last three decades, though the work integration enterprises exist in Europe more than 50 years and aims to combat unemployment. Defourny and Nyssens (2008) notes that the main aim of social enterprises is to help low-skilled individuals who are affected by the risk of long-term unemployment or permanent dropping out of the labour market to return to employment. WISE are designed to provide such assistance through the productive activities of the organization. Sometimes for this reason social enterprise become associated with job creation initiatives only.

In the field of work integration the social enterprises often provide services for people with disabilities and for other groups of people with difficulties (re)entering labour market. Summing up the experience of European countries it is possible to define following measures for integration into the labour market: rehabilitation (vocational training, retraining and employability, etc.); anti-discriminatory laws; quota system; job subsidies; persuasion; sheltered employment; help and adaptation measures (in the workplace); business strategies for self-employed; social enterprises operate in the national schemes of employment policies and use those measures extensively. However, as was mentioned above, social enterprises also perform other tasks. For example, Defourny and Nyssens (2008) point that social enterprises assumed more responsibilities for social integration activities such as empowerment of vulnerable groups and their inclusion into work environment. It was noted that such participation gives individuals the opportunity to re-evaluate the role of work in their lives and to take responsibility for their own life course. This concept envisages the productive employment of the target groups of social enterprises but also formation of values. For example the strengthening of democratic values in social enterprises can be implemented through participation in the decision-making processes; the “vaccination” of the value of collective benefits can go together with production and distribution of produced goods and services in the local community. Thus, the employment of target groups as such is not the only task for social enterprises. Defourny ir Nyssens (2008) indicated that all range of work integration social enterprises (such as community interest cooperative companies in France, social solidarity cooperatives in Portugal, social aim companies in Belgium, social initiative cooperatives in Spain, etc.) raise the provision of social services as the prime target. Alike trends are notable in other countries, for example the social firms and social cooperatives in Finland and Poland while focusing on work integration spread their activities towards social and community services. Hence the criterion of social utility (i.e., environment protection, promotion of cultural heritage and other cultural services, social tourism, research and development, education) becomes prevalent. Peattie and Morley (2008) on the basis of literature analysis (Dees 2001; Bornstein 2004; Vega and Kidwell 2007) distinguished another important feature of social enterprises: “the common perception about social enterprises that strongly rooted in the entrepreneurship tradition, is that they are inherently innovative.” Although the issue of innovative nature requires sound analysis, it can’t be denied that many social initiatives have the roots in the practices of social enterprises or that social enterprises are the appropriate place to test such initiatives. As it was mentioned before, the big variety of legal and operational forms of social enterprises hampers the elaboration of single definition to describe the idea and existing practices. Nevertheless it is possible to define the key elements of such phenomena as social enterprise. The “Study on Practices and Policies in the Social Enterprise Sector in Europe” (2007) came to conclusion that in nearly all of the countries under investigation when talking about the term ‘social enterprise’ the following characteristics where present:

- fulfils social goals
- has a trading income
- addresses a target population in need
• may operate under various legal forms
• deals with voluntary social work
• has a non-profit orientation or reinvests profits
• may receive public funding (Study on Practices...2007).

The European Research Network (EMES) proposes the research-based solution which today forms the central point of reference. Social enterprises can be defined as “organisations with an explicit aim to benefit the community, initiated by a group of citizens and in which the material interest of capital investors is subject to limits. They place a high value on their independence and on economic risk-taking related to ongoing socio-economic activity.”

Together with definition the certain criteria for social enterprises were elaborated by EMES. It worth mention that those criteria are not strictly required, rather employed to define the ideal type of social enterprise. According to the EMES social enterprise should follow such economic and social criteria:

**Economic criteria**
1. Continuous activity of the production and/or sale of goods and services (rather than predominantly advisory or grant-giving functions).
2. A high level of autonomy: social enterprises are created voluntarily by groups of citizens and are managed by them, and not directly or indirectly by public authorities or private companies, even if they may benefit from grants and donations. Their shareholders have the right to participate and to leave the organisation.
3. A significant economic risk: the financial viability of social enterprises depends on the efforts of their members, who have the responsibility of ensuring adequate financial resources, unlike most public institutions.
4. Social enterprises' activities require a minimum number of paid workers, although, like traditional non-profit organisations, social enterprises may combine financial and non-financial resources, voluntary and paid work.

**Social criteria**
5. An explicit aim of community benefit: one of the principal aims of social enterprises is to serve the community or a specific group of people. To the same end, they also promote a sense of social responsibility at local level.
6. Citizen initiative: social enterprises are the result of collective dynamics involving people belonging to a community or to a group that shares a certain need or aim. They must maintain this dimension in one form or another.
7. Decision making not based on capital ownership: this generally means the principle of 'one member, one vote', or at least a voting power not based on capital shares. Although capital owners in social enterprises play an important role, decision-making rights are shared with other shareholders.
8. Participatory character, involving those affected by the activity: the users of social enterprises' services are represented and participate in their structures. In many cases one of the objectives is to strengthen democracy at local level through economic activity.
9. Limited distribution of profit: social enterprises include organizations that totally prohibit profit distribution as well as organizations such as co-operatives, which may distribute their profit only to a limited degree, thus avoiding profit maximizing behaviour (European Research Network 2013).

It worth mention that the distinctive features of social enterprises described above reflects the ideal model of this phenomena but the reality of social enterprise sector is much wider and still dynamic. Peattie and Morley (2008) contravened that those conventionally agreed characteristics can be used to define the social enterprises in their contemporary forms. They presented the examples of social companies that distribute profit to shareholders. Also such characteristics as small-size and democratic management, high degree of autonomy, a minimum level of paid work and a significant level of economic risk (Defourny and Nyssens 2006; Defourny 2004) are also shared by organisations that plainly are not social enterprises. In this respect Peattie and Morley (2008) represent the vantage point that the only clearly defining (rather than typical or desirable) characteristics of social enterprise can be: 1) the primacy of social aims and 2) that the primary activity involves trading goods and services.

### 5. Development of social enterprises in Lithuania

Analysis of Lithuanian enterprises was performed during the research project “The impact of labour market policies into employment situation during the different economic cycles” in 2011-2012. The evaluation of social enterprises while integrating vulnerable groups into labour market was carried out using the methods
Lithuanian as a former Soviet Union Republic has its own traditions of work integration of disabled people through work. As a part of central planned economy cooperatives had a considerable presence in some Soviet countries. The work and vocational training enterprises for disabled people (visually impaired, deaf) that were established in late 1960th also operated quite successfully in independent Lithuania. Those firms were among the first that got the status of social enterprises when the Law on Social Enterprises came into force in 2004 (Lithuanian Law on Social Enterprises 2004).

Lithuanian Law on Social Enterprises provides the following definition of social enterprise: Social enterprise is a legal entity of any form (individual enterprise, joint stock company, public institution) that satisfies the following conditions:

- the workers belonging to the target groups constitute no less than 40 percent of total staff and the number of such employees is not less than 4;
- the activities for development of professional and social skills and social integration are implemented;
- the incomes from unfunded activities of social enterprises comprise no more than 20 percent.

In 2004 26 companies got the status of social enterprises. Since 2004 the number of social enterprises extended to 137 in 2012. Total number of economic entities in Lithuania in 2012 was 83624; among them 17677 of small and medium-size entities (without micro-firms). Most of social enterprises are small and medium size private companies. More than half of them belong to the sector of manufacturing.

Comparing the development of Lithuanian social enterprise sector with the West European trends some similarities can be observed and described as a growth of work integration services. The employment of vulnerable groups is a key objective of social enterprises in Lithuania. The analysis of work integration mechanisms at Lithuanian social enterprises showed that in the structure of employment services for the vulnerable groups of population it can be defined as a permanent subsidized job creation for disabled people. The transitional employment and economic sustainability of the jobs as prevailed integration mechanisms defined by Davister et al. (2004) are much less noticeable in Lithuanian social enterprises.

With regard to the main characteristics of the social economy enterprises (contribution to more effective competition, primary purpose is not to obtain a return on capital, principles of solidarity and mutuality; flexible and social innovations; active membership) the national social enterprises can be defined in this way:

- The evidences from the research do not allow making the conclusion that social enterprises in Lithuania contribute to a more efficient market competition. First, the number of the social enterprises and the fields of their activities do not change in the structure of local economy. Second, the form of state support they receive in many cases raise them above competition. Moreover there is a little space for social enterprises to compete with the state and municipal institutions and organizations in the field of social and community services as the share of private and non-governmental providers is minor.
- In general Lithuanian social enterprises reinvest the profit to the needs of enterprise, although part of the enterprises with low productivity don't gain profit or gain minor profit so the question of return on capital is not relevant for them.
- With little exceptions there is no mechanism entrenched for accountable of social enterprises to those they are meant to serve. Only social enterprises operating in close collaboration with NGO's representing disabled people do such practice.
- The principles of democratic management are also neglected quite often. This is typical for the social enterprises that didn't join any of three associative organizations for such enterprises.
- Clear orientation to work integration activities and quite narrow range of vocational activities to offer for disadvantaged groups suggest that the total level of innovative ones is low among Lithuanian social enterprises. Though some outstanding examples such as social enterprises providing research activities or tele-marketing can be listed.
- It should be mentioned that only few social enterprises provide social services for the members of local communities, while the proportions of the enterprises seeking for fulfillment of the needs of particular groups of society (i.e. disabled, elderly people, lonely parents, migrant communities, etc.) or to improve the conditions within local community is bigger, though not sufficient yet.
- Another distinctive feature of Lithuanian social enterprises is absence of voluntary work. The main reasons are the lack of traditions and the poor legislative basis for voluntary work, as well as reticence of the social enterprises.
Conclusions

Social enterprises in our country occupy a specific place among other social and employment policy measures. The complete evaluation of the performance of these enterprises is not possible without deep perception of national social and economic context. The analysis performed during the research prompts an assumption that national social enterprises as an important part of the development of national social policy sets Lithuanian social policy framework closer to liberal model welfare state.

The Lithuanian social enterprise sector in the context of Western Europe acquires slightly different shape and content. The work integration social enterprises are dominant both in Lithuania and in other EU countries. The rule of limited distribution of profit is established in the national Law of Social Enterprises. The employees belonging to target groups usually receive minimum wage. However the participation of the Lithuanian social enterprises in the provision of social and community services is much lower than in Western European countries. It was also defined that social enterprises serve the community or a specific group of people. In the case of Lithuania the key beneficiary group is disabled people, while the other vulnerable groups and the needs of local communities are not in the focus of social enterprises activities yet.

The demand for the social enterprises in Lithuania is expected to rise. The structure of the national labour market and quite low level of its inclusiveness cause the need for work integration services in the country. The number of social enterprises that produce goods and services with social utility or are driven by a collective interest is also supposed to rise.
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